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Abstract—Implementation platform selection is an important
component of hardware–software codesign process which selects,
for a given computation, the most suitable implementation plat-
form. In this paper, we study the complementary component
of hardware–software codesign, algorithm selection. Given a set
of specifications for the targeted application, algorithm selec-
tion refers to choosing the most suitable completely specified
computational structure for a given set of design goals and
constraints, among several functionally equivalent alternatives.
While implementation platform selection has been recently widely
and vigorously studied, the algorithm selection problem has not
been studied in computer-aided design domain until now.

We first introduce the algorithm selection problem, and then
analyze and classify its degrees of freedom. Next, we demonstrate
an extraordinary impact of algorithm selection for achieving
high throughput, and low-cost implementations. We define the
algorithm selection problem formally and prove that throughput
and area optimization using algorithm selection are computa-
tionally intractable problems. We also propose a relaxation-
based heuristic for throughput optimization. Finally, we present
an algorithm for cost optimization using algorithm selection.
The effectiveness of methodology and proposed algorithms is
illustrated using real-life examples.

Index Terms—Algorithm selection, area optimization, system-
level synthesis, throughput optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HERE is a wide consensus among CAD researchers
and system designers that rapidly evolving system-level

synthesis research, and in particular hardware–software code-
sign, is a backbone of future CAD technology and design
methodology. Numerous comprehensive efforts by researchers
with widely differing backgrounds have been recently reported
[14], [15], [31].

Hardware–software codesign is usually associated with as-
signment of blocks of the targeted computation to either a pro-
grammable architecture or an ASIC, so that the implementation
cost of the system is minimized while the given performance
criteria are met. At a finer level of resolution, the current
efforts in hardware–software codesign address a selection of a
specific implementation platform. Fig. 1 graphically illustrates
a typical instance of the implementation-platform selection
problem on small example of selecting a right platform for
realization of discrete cosine transform (DCT). In general, for
a various targeted level of performance different platforms
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Fig. 1. Implementation platform problem: for a given algorithm select the
most suitable hardware or software platform.

Fig. 2. Algorithm selection problem: for a given hardware platform and
given application (DCT) select the most suitable algorithm.

are the most economic solution with respect to, for example,
silicon area.

Fig. 2 illustrates the dual problem of the implementation-
platform selection task. It is recognized that for a specified
functionality of the application (DCT), the designer may also
select among a variety of functionally equivalent algorithms.
As it is documented in the Section II, even on this small
example, a properly selected algorithm reduces a silicon area
of implementation or power by more than an order of mag-
nitude for a given level of performance. This spectrum of
differences in the resulting quality of the design is often
significantly higher than the difference produced by using
different synthesis and compilation tools.

In this paper, we study the algorithm selection problem. The
goal is to select an algorithm which optimizes a given design
goal for a given set of design constraints. We have two primary
goals. The first is to establish the importance of the algorithm
selection task as a design and CAD optimization step, and give
an impetus to development of this important aspect of system
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level design. The second goal is to build foundations, design
methodology, CAD tools which support effective algorithm
selection. To realize this goal, we treat algorithm selection
using quantitative, optimization intensive methods.

We focus on DSP, video, and communication-related de-
signs. Furthermore, we consider only fixed-rate processing and
control structures with fixed loop boundaries. We believe that
the approach and the proposed synthesis techniques are equally
efficient on other types of designs, e.g., control oriented.

II. A LGORITHM SELECTION: ISSUES ANDCLASSIFICATION

Transformations are changes in the structure of a compu-
tation, so that the functionality (the input/output relationship)
is preserved. The relevant definition of the functionality for
a given design, which may include, for example, timing
and numerical accuracy specification, is dependent on design
context. There are at least four sets of conditions, which
indicate that the existence of a variety of different, functionally
equivalent algorithms are an unavoidable reality and that
their importance must be recognized outside of the role of
transformations.

1) Clever Use of Transformations:For many commonly
used computational procedures algorithm developers invested
significant efforts to derive a specific set of transformations and
their specific ordering which are exceptionally effective only
on the targeted functionality. A deep mathematical knowledge
is applied using a sophisticated and problem instance tailored
sequence of transformations steps. One of the illustrative
examples of this type of functionally equivalent algorithms
are families of Winograd’s fast Fourier algorithms (WFT) [3].
Their derivation is based on the use of matrix factorization
and tensor algebra.

2) Different Approximations and Use of Semantic Transfor-
mations: Often the user specifies application in such a way
that there is no exact corresponding fully specified computa-
tion or the user requirements allow a margin of tolerance. For
example, many compression schemes are lossy, i.e., they do
not preserve all information components, and only one whose
value is larger than the user specified threshold.

Closely related to the class of algorithms which represent
different approximations within a given set of margins of
tolerance with respect to different parameters, are algorithms
which are obtained using semantic transformations. Semantic
transformations are transformations which are particularly
effective when the algorithm is run on sets of data with
particular structures. Currently, semantic transformations are
most often used in algorithms for queries in databases [29].

3) Different Solution Mechanism:Often there exist algo-
rithms which are based on different conceptual approaches for
solving a given problem. For example, quick sort, which uses
random selection of a pivoting element, can not be transformed
to insertion or bubble sort, which are fully deterministic
[17]. All three algorithms, of course, produce identical sorted
data sets, but the last two are based on different solution
mechanisms than the quick sort.

4) Use of Higher Levels of Abstraction During the Spec-
ification of the Application: In many situations the user is

not specifically interested that the output has a specific exact
form, as long as it satisfies some properties. For example, as
long as all statistical tests are passed, the user is insensitive
to specific values of the sequence of numbers generated by
any of several random-number generators. A similar situation
is in many widely used applications. Most often the only
relevant parameter in the compression of streams of data, is
the compression level.

A natural and interesting question related to the algorithm
selection problem is to ask how many different algorithms are
available as candidates for a given functionality. The survey of
a number of applications indicates that the number of instances
is case dependent, and that each of the following three cases
is not uncommon. The same survey shows, however, that the
first scenario is, at least currently, dominating in practice.
Therefore, we will mainly concentrate on this case.

a) Few algorithms: In a majority of cases there exist
several algorithms, often with sharply different structural char-
acteristics. Usually, each of the options is superior to all others
in one (or few) criteria, which were explicitly targeted during
the development of the algorithm.

b) Finitely many, but very large number of different algo-
rithms: In few cases a large number of different algorithms
are available. This is most often the case when a specific
design principle is discovered, and its application results in a
large number of algorithms which can be generated. A typical
example from this category is Johnson–Burrus fast Fourier
transform (FFT) [18]. This algorithm is used to develop a
large number of fast Fourier algorithms by combining small
FFT algorithms.

c) Infinitely many: The final scenario, when arbitrarily
many options can be easily generated, is from the methodology
viewpoint of special interest. This situation arises when the
initial definition of the algorithm specification has one or more
parameters which can be set to any value from some continu-
ous set of values. The typical example of algorithms from this
class are successive overrelaxation Jacobi and Gauss–Seidel
iterative methods for solving linear systems of equations. For
instance, Jacobi overrelaxation (JOR) method is defined by
the following formula:

(1)

In the first case parameter can take any value between 0
and 1. Note that for different values of the algorithm has
different speed of convergence.

Algorithm selection has a high impact on the quality of
the final implementation. To establish credibility of this claim
we conducted comprehensive studies on a real life examples:
eighth-order Avenhaus bandpass filter. The selection of the
appropriate filter structure for a specified frequency response
has long been recognized as one of the crucial factors de-
termining almost all filter characteristics such as numerical
stability and implementation complexity [8]. As a result, many
sophisticated filter structures have been proposed.

The filter under study in this paper was first presented by
Avenhaus [2] and has often been used in the digital filter
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Fig. 3. Critical path (in ns) for the Avenhaus filter (in ms).

TABLE I
NUMBER OF OPERATIONS AND STATISTICAL WORD LENGTH

design, analysis and research. For example, Crochiere and
Oppenheim [8] compared the structures according to their sta-
tistical word length, the required number of multiplications and
additions, and the total number of operations. Although their
analysis and presentation is a prototype example of excellency
in research, we will show that the presented measures are far
from being sufficient to select a proper structure for ASIC
implementation. We considered the following five structures
of the Avenhaus filter:

1) direct-form II;
2) cascade form composed of direct form II sections;
3) parallel form;
4) CF—continued fraction expansion structure type 1B;
5) Gray and Markel’s ladder structure.

All five Avenhaus structures were synthesized using the
hyper high level synthesis environment [25].

Table I shows the number of multiplications, additions, and
the statistical word length for all five forms. The statistical
word length is the minimum number of bits needed, such
that the resulting structure still meets the frequency domain
specifications. We simulated all five examples, and indeed, all
of them produced the required frequency responses. A small
correction was needed for the direct form II, as, due to a
typographical error, two coefficients were interchanged in the
Crochiere and Oppenheim paper.

Fig. 3 shows the length of the critical path for all five forms
in the initial format and after the application of retiming and
pipelining for the critical path reduction and area [21], [24]. All
examples are implemented using the word lengths as indicated
in Table I. We decided to use only those two transformations,
because they never alter the bit width requirements.

TABLE II
IMPLEMENTATION AREA FOR SIX DIFFERENT THROUGHPUT

REQUIREMENTS. I—I NITIAL STRUCTURE; R—RETIMED

STRUCTURE; AND P—PIPELINED STRUCTURE

In the initial structures, the ratio in critical paths between
the fastest (cascade) and the slowest (ladder) structures equals
5.4. When no extra latency is allowed, this ratio becomes even
higher (8.3) as the cascade structure is very amenable to the
retiming transformation, while this is clearly not the case for
the ladder filter. If we allow the introduction of one pipeline
stage, the parallel form becomes the fastest structure.

Table II shows the area of the final implementation for
the five structures for six different sampling periods. For
all five forms, results are shown for both the original and
the transformed structures. The feasibility of achieving the
required performance is a function of the selected structure
and the applied transformations. It can be observed that the
ratio between the largest and smallest implementation is even
higher than the mentioned performance ratios.

For example, for a sampling period of 1s, only the direct,
cascade and parallel forms are feasible alternatives. The ratio
of the implementation areas between the direct form and the
cascade form equals 12.9. This ratio is improved to 15.1 for
the retimed cascade form.

As shown in Table II, depending upon the required through-
put, the minimal area is obtained by different structures. For
the fastest designs, the pipelined cascade (when additional
latency is allowed) and the parallel forms are the smallest
solutions. For medium speeds (sampling period between 1 and
4 s), the parallel form achieves the smallest area.

Even though the selected application is rather small, the
presented results clearly indicate that the algorithm selection
step is a place where an important tradeoff in the quality of
implementations is made during the design process.

III. OPTIMIZING THROUGHPUTUSING ALGORITHM SELECTION

In this section, we first briefly outline key underlying
assumptions and targeted application domains. After that,
we formulate the problem of throughput optimization using
algorithm selection. Next, we establish the computational
complexity of the problem. Next, we present an effective
sharp lower bound estimation technique for the problem and
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Fig. 4. Critical path optimization using algorithm selection: an introductory
example: (a) complete application and (b) algorithm option for one of blocks.

finish by developing a heuristic for solving the throughput
optimization using the algorithm selection problem.

We selected as a model of computation synchronous data
flow [20]. The computation targeted for implementation is
represented using the block-level control-data flow graph
(CDFG) format. Blocks are encapsulated pieces of compu-
tations. For each blockthere are available, fully specified
algorithms. We treat each block as an atomic entity during
system-level synthesis. They are connected by data and control
edges. For each block a number of structurally different, but
functionally equivalent algorithms represented by flat CDFG
[25] is available. We use the hyper system [25] as a back-
end for demonstrating the new approach and algorithms. The
approach and the algorithm can be used in conjunction with
other implementation back-ends, we selected it mainly due to
its availability.

The synchronous dataflow model of computation has two
major ramifications to the algorithm selection problem: it
implies static scheduling done during synthesis and it facil-
itates the use of accurate estimation tools. The synchronous
dataflow model of computation is widely used in both industry
and research studies [20] and is in particular well suited for
specification of many DSP, communication, control, and other
numerically intensive applications. It is important to note that
all presented results and algorithm can be modified used in
many other computational models.

During the optimization for throughput we do not impose
any constraints on the number of threads of controls. During
optimization for area one thread of control is assumed. When
area is optimized, the size of background memory is an entry
in the corresponding resource utilization table. We characterize
the blocks in terms of cycles. The cycle time is characterized
in terms of ns.

We conclude preliminaries by the following definition, used
for development and the explanation of the optimization
algorithms. The superalgorithm is a new option for each block.
It has as distances between its pairs of inputs and outputs
the shortest distance which can be achieved by any of the
algorithms that can be used for this block.

Fig. 4 shows an instance of the algorithm selection prob-
lem for throughput optimization. The overall application is
depicted by a number of basic blocks which are interconnected

in a specific, application dictated, manner. For each block,
a number of different CDFG’s (corresponding to different
algorithms) is shown in Fig. 4(b). The number of options for
block is denoted by . Each block, , has inputs
and output terminals. Each block is characterized, using the
standard critical path algorithm by a matrix of size
distances between any two pairs of terminals. The goal is
to select for each block a CDFG, so that the overall critical
path (which corresponds to the throughput of the system) is
minimized.

More formally the throughput optimization using the al-
gorithm selection problem, can be stated, in the standard
Garey–Johnson [12] format.

PROBLEM: Critical path optimization using algorithm se-
lection (CPAS).

INSTANCE: Given a two-level hierarchical directed
CDFG(B,E). At the higher level of hierarchy each node is
a block, denoted by . Each block can be substituted at the
lower level of hierarchy using any of CDFG’s which can
be used for its realization. Each block, , has input and

output terminals. The distances between any pair of input
and output terminals are given.

QUESTION: Is there a selection of CDFG’s for each block
so that the critical path is at most cycles long.

In order to illustrate the high complexity of the common
instances of the algorithm selection for throughput optimiza-
tion problem, we conclude by presenting a small real-life
algorithm selection problem instance. Fig. 6 shows the hi-
erarchical CDFG of the DCT/DPCM coding scheme with
prediction in the transformation domain. , DCT, and IDCT
denote vector sum, two-dimensional direct and inverse DCT
transforms respectively, is scalar-vector multiplication, and

is addition. Each block in Fig. 6 can be implemented
using a variety of algorithms, we showed in Section II several
options for the DCT block.

We now prove that the CPAS is an NP-complete problem.
The problem is in the NP class because a selection com-

bination which has the critical path , if exists, can be
checked quite easily [6]. We will now polynomially transform
the GRAPH 3-COLORABILITY (G3C) problem to CPAS
to complete NP-completeness proof. Suppose we are given
an arbitrary graph as shown in Fig. 5(a). We will first
polynomially transform to a corresponding CDFG so that
finding a solution in polynomial time to the CPAS implies a
polynomial time solution to the corresponding instance of the
G3C problem.

For each node in the CDFG contains a corresponding
node (block) at the higher level of hierarchy. Each block has
three input and three output terminals. Each block can be
implemented with one of the three CDFG’s which have the
lengths of critical path between three inputs (2, 1, 1), (1, 2, 1),
and (2, 1, 1). An illustration of internal structures of possible
choices for each block is shown in Fig. 5(d).

If graph has an edge between nodes , then the
CDFG at the higher level of hierarchy has the corresponding
blocks connected as indicated in Fig. 5(c). An illustration of
the mapping of an instance of the smallest G3C problem to an
instance of the CPAS is presented in Fig. 5(b) and (c).
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Fig. 5. Transformations from the GRAPH 3-COLORABILITY problem: (a)
instance of the graph 3-coloring problem, (b) a small instance of the graph
3-coloring problem, (c) the corresponding instance of the CPAS problem, and
(d) algorithms available for each block in the CPAS problem.

Fig. 6. Throughput optimization using algorithm selection: the DCT/DPCM
example.

It is easy now to see that if we are able to solve the instance
of the CPAS so that the critical path is long three ( )
cycles, we can easily produce graph coloring with three colors
in . The conversion of the solution is achieved by coloring
a node in the graph with a color one if the choice for the
option (2, 1, 1) is made to the corresponding block in CDFG.
Similarly colors two and three correspond to selections (1, 2,
1) and (1, 1, 2), respectively. Note that if for two nodes in the

have the same color, then the length of the critical path in
the CDFG is at least four ( ).

It is well known that no polynomial complexity solution
is known to exist for NP-complete problems [12], so it is
difficult to evaluate the quality of the proposed optimization
algorithm. Recently it has been demonstrated that sharp lower
bounds are often close to the solution produced by synthesis
systems [26]. An effective and very efficient lower bound can
be easily derived for throughput optimization using algorithm
selection. The algorithm is given by the following pseudocode.

Algorithm for lower bound estimation for throughput opti-
mization using algorithm selection.

1) Find for each block superalgorithm implementation.

2) Implement each block using its superalgorithm.
3) Using the standard critical path method, calculate the

critical path.

The computational complexity of the estimation algorithm
dominated by the dynamic programming-based all pairs short-
est path algorithm [19], is O ( ), where is the number
of the algorithmic options for all blocks and is the number
of operations in the largest algorithmic option.

One of the most important applications of estimations is to
provide a suitable starting point for development of algorithms
for solving the corresponding problem. Using this idea, we
developed the algorithm for throughput optimization using
algorithm selection, given by the following pseudocode.

Discrete relaxation-based algorithm for throughput opti-
mization using algorithm selection:

1) calculate all IO distances for all available algorithmic
options;

2) eliminate all inferior options for each block;
3) assign to each block the superalgorithm;
4) While there is a block with the superalgorithm solution {
5) find -critical network;
6) for each block find all pairs on inputs/outputs on the

critical network;
7) for each block on-critical network calculate sum of dif-

ferences between superalgorithm and three best choices
among available options.

8) find the block which has the greatest sum of differences;
9) select the algorithm for this block which makes the

current overall critical path minimal}.

The first preprocessing uses dynamic programming-based
all pairs shortest path algorithm [19] to extract all relevant
information from available algorithmic options for critical path
minimization. The second preprocessing step eliminates all
options which are uniformly inferior to some of the other
candidates. Algorithm A is inferior to algorithm B, if for all
pairs on corresponding input/output terminals, the length of
the longest path between the pair of terminals in A is at least
as the longest path in B. In the second step to each block is
assigned its corresponding superalgorithm.

The general idea of the algorithm is to start the decision
making process with the most critical, high impact choices (se-
lections which influence the final solution most) first, and make
them early, so that their potential bad effects are minimized
later with successive steps. Low-impact choices are left for the
end when there is no more time to minimize their bad effects
using successive selection steps. Distinction between high and
low impact choices is made using-critical network and a
set of differences in the lengths between available options.
-critical network is a network which contains all nodes on

the critical path and paths which lengths is within% of the
critical path [7]. In this work we used .

The second component which drives the decision process
is that all superalgorithms have to be replaced with one
of the available choices. Obviously, if this replacement will
significantly increase the critical path it is better to make this
decision early, so that later on the better approximation of the
final solution is available.
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Fig. 7. Algorithm for throughput optimization using algorithms selection:
example, hierarchical CDFG.

Fig. 8. Algorithm for throughput optimization using algorithms selection:
example, distances between all pairs of inputs and outputs for available
flat CDFG’s which correspond to different algorithmic options. For detailed
explanation see Section III-D. Si is superalgorithm for blocki.

We will illustrate the optimization algorithm using an exam-
ple shown in Fig. 7. The hierarchical CDFG has four blocks:
B , B , B , and B . For each block four algorithmic options
are available, as shown in Fig. 8. For example, for block B
the algorithms A , A , A , and A are available. The
distances between all pairs of inputs/outputs are shown in
matrix form. The same figure shows the distances matrices
of the corresponding superalgorithms for each block denoted
by .

In the second step of the heuristic approach the algorithm
option A is eliminated since it is dominated by A and
option A is eliminated since it is dominated by A. The
critical path for the hierarchical CDFG after Step 3 of the
optimization algorithm is path iB o i B o i B o
and has length 14 ( ). In the first pass of the optimization
algorithm for throughput optimization in step 6, blocks B,
B , and B which are denoted as blocks which are on the
-critical network. During the same pass, in Steps 7 and 8,

Fig. 9. Normalized critical path optimization using algorithm selection. The
median random rate, the best random rate, and the optimized random rate
are normalized against the worst random sampling rate. L—LMS transform
filter, N—NTSC signal formatter, D—DPCM video signal coder, 4S—4-stage
AD converter, 5S—5-stage AD converter, LA—low precision data acquisition
system, HA—high precision data acquisition system, DT-DTFM—dialtone
phone system, A—ADPCM, S—subband image coder.

the most critical block B is identified. For this block (B)
the algorithm A is selected. After this selection the critical
path remains 14. In the next three passes of the algorithm the
following decision are successively made A B , A
B , and finally A B . The final critical path is 14 which
is provably optimal as indicated by the estimation algorithm
presented in the previous subsection.

The computational analysis of the proposed algorithm is
simple, all individual steps take linear time, except the first
one. The analysis shows that worst case run time is bounded
by O (NB * NHE) as dictated by the while loop or by the first
step which calculates the distances between all pairs of inputs
and outputs for all algorithmic options. NB and NHE denote
the number of blocks and the number of hierarchical edges,
respectively. Since the graphs in the first step are or can be
easily reduced to acyclic equivalents, the run time of this step
for one algorithmic option is O ( ) [19, p. 68]. In practice
all run times for the overall optimization algorithms were less
than one second on the SUN SparcStation 2.

Fig. 9 illustrates the effectiveness of the throughput opti-
mization using algorithm selection on ten audio and video
designs. First, algorithm selection is done randomly 11 times,
and the worst, the median, and the best critical paths are
recorded for each design. The average (median) reductions
of critical path are by 79.4% (87.8%), 64.3% (66.5%), 44.5%
(37%), respectively, for the worst, the median, and the best
random solution, resulting in average (median) improvements
of throughput by factors 10.7 (8.2), 4.33 (3.04), 2.45 (1.62), re-
spectively. In all cases lower bounds were tight, indicating that
the relaxation based heuristic achieved the optimal solution.

IV. OPTIMIZING COST USING ALGORITHM SELECTION

The cost optimization using algorithm selection problem can
be formulated in the same way as the critical path optimization
problem. Of course, the only difference is that now the goal
becomes the minimization of the implementation cost under
the critical path constraint. We assume that the implementation
platform is custom ASIC [25]. It is easy to see that even when
the application has only one algorithm and only one choice
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for algorithm, finding the minimal cost is NP-complete. This
is because the scheduling problem itself is an NP-complete
problem [12].

The lower bound estimation algorithm for the area opti-
mization using algorithm selection problem is built on the top
of hyper estimation tools and the notion of superalgorithm.
However, now superalgorithm instead of targeting critical path
encapsulates the minimum required amount of each type of
hardware (e.g., multiplier or register). We assume that the
reader is familiar with hyper estimation techniques, for detailed
exposition see [26]. First, each block is treated individually.
For each algorithm available for realization of the block and
for each type of resource (e.g., each type of execution unit
or interconnect) a hardware requirements graph is built for all
values of available time starting from the critical path time to
time when only one instance of the resource is required.

Requirements for each block are built by selecting for
each type of resource, the best possible algorithm, taking
this resource exclusively into account. Note that for different
resources in general, different algorithms are selected when
different resources are considered. We refer to requirements
of a such implementation for a block as a superalgorithm
implementation. The implementation costs of the superal-
gorithm for each block are used as entries in the hyper’s
hierarchical estimator, which optimally, in polynomial time,
allocates time for each resource so that final implementation
cost is minimized. The key idea is the following. For each
block and for a given type of hardware resource, we obtain
a function of available time—the required amount of the
resource using hyper’s estimator. Note that this function is
monotonic. Now, for a given amount of the resource, we
search, using a binary search, for the minimal amount of the
resource so that the sum of the timing requirements for all
blocks is smaller than the overall available time.

The lower bound estimation approach can be summarized
using the following pseudocode.

Algorithm for lower bounds derivation for the area opti-
mization using algorithm selection:

1) using superalgorithm selection for each block construct
resource utilization table for each resource;

2) for each block assuming superalgorithm implementation
while there exist block for which the final choice is not
made {

3) recompute allocated times for each block;
4) recompute estimated final cost}.

The computational complexity and run time are dominated
by the time required to create the lists which show the tradeoff
between the allocated time and required resources for all
algorithms for all blocks. This time is slightly superlinear
(O( )), where is the number of nodes [26]. Usual
run time for graphs with several hundreds of nodes is a few
seconds on a SparcStation 2.

The key technical difficulty during algorithm selection for
area optimization is interdependencies between the allocated
time for a given block and most suitable algorithmic option.
We resolve this problem by successively making decisions
about the selected algorithms and refining the decisions about

TABLE III
NUMBER OF OPERATIONS AND STATISTICAL WORD LENGTH

allocated times for individual blocks. The algorithm for cost
optimization has two phases. In the first phase, we use min-
bounds to select the most appropriate algorithm for each block
and to allocate the available time for each block. In the second
phase the solution is implemented using the hyper hierarchical
scheduler and the procedure for resource allocation first phase
of the algorithm for the cost optimization using algorithm
selection is given using the following pseudocode.

Algorithm for area optimization using algorithm selection:

1) using superalgorithm selection for each block construct
resource utilization table for each Resource; while there
exist block for which the final choice is not made {

2) select the most critical block;
3) select the most suitable implementation for the block;
4) recompute allocated times for each block;
5) recompute estimated final cost;}
6) using the Hyper synthesis system implement the selected

algorithms while satisfying overall timing constraints;

Table III shows a typical example of resource utilization
table. The table is constructed in the identical way as the initial
allocation in hyper. Each row has as an entry the estimation
requirements for the superalgorithm implementations. The
bottom row has values representing the maximum entry in
each column for a particular resource. The most critical block
is the block that is evaluated as the block which influences the
final requirements the most. The order in which the blocks are
selected is dictated by an objective function which combines
four criteria.

1) Weighted sum of dominant entries that the row has. The
dominant entry is the entry which has the maximal value
in some column. Each entry is scaled by its explicit or
estimated cost. If there are many hardware-expensive
dominant entries in the row, this block dictates the
overall hardware requirements, and it is more important
to make the selection for this block early to get the
correct picture of final requirements as soon as possible.

2) How many different algorithms are composing super-
algorithm. If there are requirements of many different
algorithms composing the superalgorithm requirements,
after the particular selection, many of the entries for this
row will increase. This can lead to high increase in the
overall cost.

3) How many different algorithms are contributing to the
dominant values. The intuition is similar as in the
previous case, but the importance of dominant entries
is emphasized.

4) How sensitive the superalgorithm and choices are to time
changes. The choices which are most sensitive to time
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TABLE IV
OPTIMIZING AREA [IN mm2] USING ALGORITHM SELECTION. INFEASIBLE AS AN

ENTRY IN THE TABLE DENOTES THAT THE CRITICAL PATH WAS LONGER

THAN THE AVAILABLE TIME. FOR DESIGN FULL NAMES, SEE FIG. 9

should be made first, so that redistribution of time is
correctly driven.

All four criteria are combined in the rank-based objective
function. Once the block is selected, all available algorithms
for this block are evaluated as possible choices. The most
suitable algorithm is one which least increases the current
overall cost (given in the last row). The algorithm is selected
by substituting and evaluating all choices. Steps 4 and 5 are
updates which are needed so the correct current picture of the
partial solution is obtained after each decision.

Table III shows an instance of resource utilization table
at the beginning of the optimization procedure. The most
critical row is the second row, since the cost of multipliers
is the highest. Therefore, the optimization procedure will first
make the decision of which algorithm is most suitable for
implementation of this row. The second phase is just the
direct application of the hyper synthesis tools for allocation,
hierarchical scheduling and assignment [25].

Table IV shows the area reduction due to algorithm selec-
tion. The experimental procedure was the same as the one
presented in the previous section. In many cases the critical
path of nonoptimized designs was longer than the available
time. Both the average and the median improvements over
the best random selection are better by a factor 12.6. In all
cases the discrepancy between the lower bound and the final
area was less than 25%. The computational complexity and the
run time of the optimization algorithm are dominated by the
employed synthesis and estimation algorithms. The run times
for presented examples are within several minutes [25].

V. RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which
addresses the algorithm selection process as a quantitative
optimization intensive CAD effort. Interestingly, the closely
related but much more difficult task of algorithm design has
been addressed much more often than the algorithm selection
problem. Since the late sixties, the artificial intelligence (AI)
community devoted remarkable efforts to development of
algorithm design tools. In the early stage of this research

the following four research directions attracted the greatest
amount of attention: resolution-based methods [13], rewrite
systems [11], transformational approaches [9], and schema-
based programming [30].

In the CAD research, algorithm design efforts were con-
ducted by Setliff and Rutenbar who developed VLSI physical
synthesis algorithms [27] using the ELF synthesis architecture.
More recently this effort evolved toward efforts to develop
an automatic synthesis system for real-time software [28]. It
was demonstrated how RT-SYN automatic synthesis program
developed six different versions of fast Fourier transform
(FFT). Several AI methods for automatic synthesis of a few
common DSP algorithms, such as the FFT, have been reported
in [23]. Several groups worked on “algorithmic design,”
mainly in Europe and mainly in DSP/control domain [4], [10].

At the technical combinatorial optimization level, once the
semantic content is abstracted from the algorithm selection
problem, there is a significant similarity between the topic dis-
cussed in this paper and technology mapping in logic synthesis
research [16], module selection in high level synthesis [7], and
code generation in compiler design [1]. The key difference
in the optimization task is that algorithm selection assumes
significantly richer timing constraint modeling. Note that all
the mentioned synthesis tasks assume that distances between
any pair of input and output terminals are identical, while our
formulation does not impose any constraints on the allowed
set of the distances.

Even a close relationship from the combinatorial optimiza-
tion point of view exist between the algorithm selection and
the circuit implementation problem [5], [22] which in its
most general formulation assumes general timing model. The
main difference between the circuit implementation problem
and the algorithm selection problem is that the latter has an
additional degree of freedom as a consequence of hardware
sharing, which additionally complicates both cost modeling
and optimization.

VI. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUSION

Future directions in algorithm selection include develop-
ment of: 1) synthesis and evaluation infrastructure, 2) inte-
gration of algorithm and implementation platform selection,
3) algorithm design, 4) software libraries, and 5) extension to
other types of design.

The first direction, synthesis and evaluation infrastructure,
includes already discussed (Section II-D) estimations and
transformations tools. As illustrated in Section V there is a
close relationship between implementation platform selection
and algorithm selection. Although both tasks are already
individually highly impacting the quality of final design,
their simultaneous addressing of both tasks will additionally
amplify the impact.

The long-standing goal of algorithm design will again
move in a spot of research attention. While previously the
algorithm design was driven mainly by intellectual curiosity,
now the main driving force will be economic advantage
which can provide a competitive superiority at system level
design. Reusability is one key technique for handling always
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increasing complexity of designs. Algorithm selection is nat-
urally built on the idea of reusability of algorithms already
available for given sub-tasks of the targeted application. De-
velopment of comprehensive libraries which have a variety
of algorithms for commonly required task will additionally
emphasize the importance of algorithm selection.

As a part of effort to establish CAD-based design method-
ology for system level design, we introduced the algorithm
selection problem. After demonstrating a high impact of the
task on the quality of the final implementation, we studied
two specific problems in system level design: optimization of
throughput and cost using algorithm selection in system level
design. Both problems are studied in quantitative optimization-
framework. It is proven that the problems are NP-complete.
Lower bounds calculation and heuristic solutions are proposed
for the problems. All claims are supported using experimental
studies on real-life examples.
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